
I-301-001

ESHB 6392 specifies that the HOV lane will be available only for

vehicles with 3 or more passengers.  This assumption was evaluated in

the Draft EIS, SDEIS, and Final EIS, and has been shown to result in

free flow operations in the HOV lane with bus service levels near 600

vehicles per day.  The State’s HOV lane operations policy would be used

to identify when the HOV lanes’ operational thresholds were met and

when an adjustment to the occupancy requirement would be

recommended.  Because ESSB 6392 specifies the HOV lane vehicle

occupancy of 3 or more people, the State would need to request

legislative approval to make any modifications.

The toll rates have not yet been determined. Under current state law, the

Washington State Transportation Commission sets the toll rates (RCW

47.56). However, toll rates on the 520 corridor will vary by time of day.

Toll rates will be lower at off-peak hours and higher at peak-hours.

 

I-301-002

Mitigation for construction and operation effects from the Preferred

Alternative is described in the SDEIS and has been updated in the Final

EIS. In compliance with project permitting requirements, WSDOT will

continue to define measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for project

effects as design development moves forward.

Although no specific workgroup was created to make recommendations

on all mitigation measures included in the SDEIS or Final EIS, several

workgroups were created to coordinate with WSDOT and FHWA for

specific aspects of the project. For example, the Design Refinements

and Transit Connections Workgroup included representatives from the

City of Seattle, University of Washington, King County Metro Transit,

Sound Transit, and other stakeholders to consider design refinements

and transit connections within the Preferred Alternative. The Natural

Resources Technical Workgroup was created to better understand and
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document the effects on both wetlands and aquatic resources, as well as

appropriate mitigation for these effects.

Chapter 1 of the Final EIS discusses the various coordination that has

occurred since publication of the SDEIS.

 

I-301-003

Earlier this year, the Washington State Legislature passed and Gov.

Gregoire signed Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill (ESSB) 6392. ESSB

6392 directs WSDOT to work with regional agencies to refine

components of the Preferred Alternative, including design refinements

and transit connections, and transit planning and financing. The bill also

directs WSDOT to develop a mitigation plan for the Washington Park

Arboretum.

In response to this direction from the Legislature, WSDOT led the Design

Refinements and Transit Connections Workgroup in collaboration with

the City of Seattle, King County, the University of Washington and Sound

Transit. The workgroup recommended an HOV/Transit lane on Montlake

Boulevard between SR 520 and Pacific Street. Additionally, based on the

workgroups recommendations, the Preferred Alternative includes signal

controller equipment that is compatible with transit signal priority at the

Montlake Boulevard/Pacific Street intersection.

 

I-301-004

Yes, this is funding committed to advancing the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

project. Chapter 1 of the Final EIS provides additional discussion about

how ESSB 6392 further shapes the SR 520 program, and the SR 520, I-

5 to Medina project.

 

I-301-005

The ESSB 6392 workgroup explored funding sources for transit
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operations in the SR 520 corridor.  These findings are summarized in the

report "Transit Planning and Financing Findings and Recommendations

Report" located on the workgroup website:

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/6392workgroup.htm.

The results of the ESSB 6392 workgroup efforts are summarized in the

Agency Coordination and Public Involvement Discipline Report

Addendum and Errata.

 

I-301-006

Since the SDEIS was published, FHWA and WSDOT have identified a

Preferred Alternative that is most similar to Option A, but includes a

number of design refinements that minimize the effects presented in the

SDEIS. These refinements respond to comments made on the SDEIS

and to WSDOT’s work with many project stakeholders under Engrossed

Substitute Senate Bill (ESSB) 6392, which was passed by the

Washington State Legislature in 2010. See Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for

a description of the planning process and the Preferred Alternative. One

of WSDOT’s key efforts under ESSB 6392 was to work with the

Arboretum and Botanical Garden Committee (ABCG), of which the

Arboretum Foundation is a member, to identify appropriate mitigation for

the impacts of the I-5 to Medina project on the Arboretum. This work

involved review of the Arboretum Master Plan and commitments by

WSDOT to provide funding toward a number of projects in the plan. This

8-month coordination effort resulted in the Arboretum Mitigation Plan,

which is included in Attachment 9 of the Final EIS.

 

I-301-007

As noted in the comment, in early 2010 the Washington State

Legislature passed and Gov. Gregoire signed Engrossed Substitute

Senate Bill (ESSB) 6392. ESSB 6392 directed WSDOT to work with

regional agencies to refine components of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

preferred alternative, including design refinements and transit

connections, and transit planning and financing. WSDOT led a
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workgroup process in collaboration with the City of Seattle, King County,

the University of Washington and Sound Transit. Public notification and

opportunities for public comment were provided for these workgroup

meetings.

 

I-301-008

Modeling conducted by WSDOT following the SDEIS showed that

opening the East Link light rail route on I-90, coupled with bus rapid

transit service on SR 520 beginning in 2016, would absorb much of the

demand for east-west transit service until 2030. Thus, if light rail transit

were in service on SR 520 before this time, it would have relatively low

ridership and would likely fail to satisfy the cost-effectiveness criteria

used by FTA in ranking projects for grant funding. The existing economic

climate and the resulting challenges in implementing even adopted and

funded plans (see Sound Transit’s ST2/Sound Move Integration and

Implementation White Paper, October 2009) reinforce the decision to

prioritize bus rapid transit on SR 520 at present, while continuing to

evaluate future implementation of light rail transit as regional demand

increases. Please see Chapter 2 of the Final EIS and Chapters 1 and

2 of the Transportation Discipline Report for more information about how

light rail transit was evaluated.

However, there is no policy to preclude light rail on SR 520 in the future.

While WSDOT believed that the design of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

project already accommodated potential future light rail, the agency

worked with the City of Seattle and Sound Transit to identify changes

that would enhance the corridor’s rail compatibility. The Preferred

Alternative reflects these design changes and allows for two future rail

options:

Option 1: Convert the HOV/transit lanes to light rail. This approach

would accommodate light rail by converting the HOV lanes to

exclusive rail use. Trains would use the direct-access ramps at

•
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Montlake Boulevard to exit, or could utilize a 40-foot gap between

the eastbound and westbound lanes of the west approach to make a

more direct connection to the University Link station at Husky

Stadium.

Option 2: Add light-rail only lanes. This approach would allow

several connections—via a high bridge, a drawbridge, or a

tunnel—to the University Link station.

•

Without a specific light rail transit alignment and service plan for the SR

520 corridor, the design options accommodate a number of potential

configurations. However, full build out of light rail transit in the corridor

would require modifications provided as a future project. Since rail transit

in the SR 520 corridor is not programmed in current regional transit

plans, any future project to add rail in the corridor would need to undergo

an extensive planning and environmental review process by the

responsible transit agency prior to implementation. It is clear that there

would be a need for construction and additional costs to add light rail to

the SR 520 corridor, but the costs and risks associated with such an

addition have been minimized by the design elements included in the

Preferred Alternative.

 

I-301-009

See the response to Comment I-301-008 regarding demand for high

capacity transit in the SR 520 corridor and how the SR 520, I-5 to

Medina project can accommodate potential future light rail.

As part of the ESSB 6392 workgroup process, WSDOT worked with

Sound Transit, King County Metro, the City of Seattle, and the University

of Washington to address a number of concerns. The process included a

design refinements and transit connections workgroup, and a high

capacity transit planning and financing workgroup. See the reports of

these workgroups at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/6392workgroup.htm.
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Responses regarding specific question in the comment are below:

Both approaches to adding light rail outlined in the response to Comment

I-301-008 (converting the HOV lanes or adding new light-rail-only lanes)

would require additional supplemental stability pontoons (see Section 2.4

in the Final EIS).

WSDOT undertook additional analysis after the SDEIS was published to

help answer public questions about how rail in the SR 520 corridor might

operate and the ridership it might generate (see Section 2.4 in the Final

EIS). With the addition of light rail, general-purpose lanes would not be

converted to HOV use. Eliminating the benefit of HOV lanes and adding

light rail service would reduce the number of carpools, but it would not

eliminate the demand for carpooling. (The analysis assumed no tolls for

carpools with 3 or more occupants.) Further, a single general-purpose

lane in each direction would substantially restrict cross-lake mobility.

With light rail service on SR 520 and I-90, the demand for general-

purpose travel would still require two lanes in each direction on SR 520.

The comment request information related to light rail on a bridge with

fewer than 6 lanes. A bridge with fewer than 6 lanes is not proposed,

because it would not meet the mobility portion of the SR 520, I-5 to

Medina project’s purpose and need; this was confirmed with updated

transportation analysis in 2010 (see Table 2-1and also Sections 2.3 and

2.4 in the Final EIS).

The floating bridge is being designed with an elevated bridge deck to

address corrosion concerns associated with light rail.

Proposed grades on the bridge approaches would be compatible with

potential future light rail transit.

While WSDOT is not the agency responsible for implementing light rail in
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the Puget Sound region, WSDOT will continue to work with Sound

Transit as ST studies the potential for long-term implementation of rail in

the SR 520 corridor.

 

I-301-010

See the responses to comment I-301-008 and I-301-009 regarding

demand for high capacity transit in the SR 520 corridor, how the SR 520,

I-5 to Medina project can accommodate potential future light rail, and

how WSDOT will continue to work with transit agencies. Also see

Section 2.4 of the Final EIS, the Final Transportation Discipline Report,

and the SR 520 High Capacity Transit Plan which is located at:

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/Library/technical.htm#tr

ans.

 

I-301-011

Instead of a lid over I-5 in the Roanoke area, the Preferred Alternative

includes an enhanced bicycle and pedestrian crossing of I-5 at East

Roanoke Street.

 

I-301-012

Comment noted. The Preferred Alternative includes a reversible HOV

ramp to the express lanes south of SR 520, and would not preclude

future additional changes to the I-5/SR 520 interchange.

 

I-301-013

The new 10th Avenue East/Delmar Drive East lid would function as a

vehicle and pedestrian crossing, a landscaped area, and open space. A

curvilinear walkway across the lid would connect the two streets. The lid

would range from 500 to 650 feet long (because of the angled lid edge)

and would reconnect neighborhoods on both sides of the SR 520

corridor by providing walkways and open spaces above the SR 520

roadway. The top of the lid would meet 10th Avenue East and Delmar
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Drive at the level of the roadway. The surface of the lid would slope from

the high point in the southwest corner at 10th Avenue East to the

northeast corner at Bagley Viewpoint. During design planning, the

community identified pedestrian connections and improved traffic flow as

the two most important purposes for this lid. The lid would incorporate

additional pedestrian connections between 10th Avenue East and

Delmar Drive, redevelopment of the path from Bagley Viewpoint to Boyer

Way, redevelopment of the Bagley Viewpoint Park, and vista points to

overlook Lake Union, Portage Bay, and the panoramas east- and

westward.

The Preferred Alternative includes a full lid from Montlake Boulevard to

beyond 24th Avenue E near the Lake Washington shoreline. The intent

is to provide greater pedestrian amenity in the central part of the

Montlake neighborhood while simultaneously providing a better location

and environment for the regional bus stops incorporated in the

transit/HOV direct access ramps. The lid would function as a vehicle and

pedestrian crossing, a landscaped area, and open space.

 

I-301-014

The medians along Montlake Boulevard referred to in the comment are

part of the original Olmsted design for Lake Washington Boulevard and

are considered historic. Any alterations to these medians would require

context sensitive design and consultation with Section 106 consulting

parties. Improvement of the medians is not expected to be part of this

project, although one median between East Hamlin and SR 520 would

be affected and WSDOT is working with the consulting parties to ensure

that the one median would be restored in context sensitive manner.

 

I-301-015

The Preferred Alternative would physically remove the existing Lake

Washington Boulevard eastbound on-ramp and westbound off-ramp and

the R.H. Thomson Expressway ramps.
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The errata sheet for the Recreation Discipline Report (Attachment 1 to

the Recreation Discipline Report Addendum, which is located in

Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) adds further discussion of McCurdy Park

to the discipline report. See the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation (Chapter 9

of the Final EIS) for further discussion including proposed mitigation.

Drawing upon stakeholder input from both the Design Advisory Group

(DAG) and mediation processes (2008), the SR 520 Urban Design team

developed a series of design priorities for the SR 520 corridor, including

proposed roadway and lid improvements in preparation of the preferred

alternative. Conceptual design for the preferred alternative included

providing Americans with Disability Act (ADA) access, reconnecting

separated neighborhoods through the use of lids, urban and historic

aesthetics, preservation and enhancement of green and open spaces,

access management, and mobility improvements through a variety of

transportation mode choices and routes. Updated information on urban

design for the project can be found in the ESSB 6392 Workgroup Design

Refinements and Transit Connections Final Report and Appendix A:

White Papers dated October 1, 2010.

WSDOT will work to create a landscape in keeping with surrounding

neighborhood values while providing function and maintainability. There

are processes coming up with design commissions and collaboration

with the City of Seattle to directly address the design of specific facilities

including stormwater facilities.

 

I-301-016

Please see the response to Comment I-301-007.

 

I-301-017

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative with 6 lanes and a managed shoulder across Portage Bay.
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Section 5.1 of the Final EIS explains the freeway operation and travel

time benefits for transit and HOVs.

 

I-301-018

Comment noted. The design competition for the Portage Bay Bridge is a

possibility.

 

I-301-019

As an outcome of the ESSB 6392 workgroup process, WSDOT will

coordinate traffic management in the project area with existing and

planned SDOT efforts and private development efforts.  The Workgroup

recommended that traffic management approaches should be

accompanied by an intelligent transportation system (ITS) plan for

Montlake Boulevard and 23rd Avenue.  The Workgroup also

recommended establishing a schedule for ownership and

implementation of traffic management opportunities in the first quarter of

2012.  A full description of recommendations from the workgroup

process can be found in the complete ESSB 6392: Design Refinements

and Transit Connections Workgroup Recommendations Report

(Attachment 16 to the Final EIS).

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative with six lanes (4 general-purpose and 2 HOV/transit) and a

westbound managed shoulder across Portage Bay.  Section 5.1 of the

Final EIS and Chapter 5 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report

explain the freeway operation and travel time benefits for transit and

HOVs.

 

I-301-020

With the Preferred Alternative, the Montlake Boulevard/westbound SR

520 ramp intersection would be signalized and a northbound left turn

from Montlake Boulevard onto westbound SR 520 would be allowed. 
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Access from westbound SR 520 to areas south of the interchange area

would be provided via 24th Avenue East.  These changes would

eliminate the existing northbound bottleneck at the Montlake

Boulevard/East Hamlin Street intersection, reduce northbound

congestion, and improve safety in the area.  As shown in Exhibit 6-3 in

Chapter 6 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report, with the

Preferred Alternative, intersections in this area would operate at

acceptable conditions and/or better than the No Build Alternative.

As part of the As part of the ESSB 6392 process, WSDOT coordinated

with Sound Transit, King County Metro Transit, the City of Seattle, and

the University of Washington during the refinement of the Preferred

Alternative. This coordination ensures that the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

project will not adversely affect transit, pedestrian, and nonmotorized

facilities and operations at the future Montlake Multimodal Center

(currently known as the Montlake Triangle), nor will it preclude future

transit facility and service improvements. The Preferred Alternative

would improve transit reliability in this area by providing HOV lanes on

Montlake Boulevard between SR 520 and the Montlake Triangle and

direct access HOV ramps to and from the east.

The ESSB 6392 workgroup considered priority treatments for transit in

the project area and the Montlake corridor. The workgroup process

resulted in a number of recommendations for improving transit speed

and reliability between East Roanoke Street and the Montlake

Multimodal Center. Furthermore, since the SDEIS was published,

WSDOT has evaluated transit signal priority within the Montlake

interchange area, in collaboration with the City of Seattle, King County

Metro Transit, and Sound Transit. New traffic signal controller equipment

would be compatible with transit signal priority equipment where it is

currently provided. 

Modifications for the Preferred Alternative also include changes to the
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Montlake Boulevard interchange and lid to better accommodate transit.

Bus stops on the lid would accommodate both eastbound and

westbound buses, replacing the current Montlake Freeway Transit

Station stops for buses traveling between the University District and the

Eastside. University Link light-rail service is expected to be operational in

2016 and would accommodate some of the trips that now use these

stops.

Please see Chapter 8 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report for a

discussion of which transit facilities are included in the Preferred

Alternative as a result of the coordination efforts, and an updated

evaluation of the effect of removing the Montlake Freeway Transit

Station. The evaluation includes a discussion of changes to transit

facilities and rider connections/transfers within the Montlake area. For

additional information about the changes to nonmotorized facilities and

connectivity, please see Chapter 7 of the Final Transportation Discipline

Report (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS). WSDOT is also coordinating with

transit agencies to evaluate the potential for allowing all SR 520 buses to

exit to the Montlake lid during the off-peak hours to provide a higher level

of transit service in the vicinity.

 

I-301-021

Please see the response to Comment C-301-003.

 

I-301-022

The Montlake Freeway Transit Station stops were removed in all of the

design options considered in the SDEIS, based on a decision making

process that was part of Westside mediation. The mediation process

was mandated by Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 6099 and is

described on pages 1-17 through 1-19 of the SDEIS. The mediation

workgroup consisted of members from adjacent neighborhoods, transit

agencies, jurisdictions, and State agencies. Removing the Montlake

Freeway Transit Station would minimize the width of the freeway through
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the Montlake area, reducing the width by up to 40 feet compared to

keeping the station. The mediation workgroup did not recommend any

design options that included the Montlake Freeway Transit Station stops.

See Attachment 8 to the SDEIS, Range of Alternatives and Options

Evaluated, for further discussion of how and why removal of the stops

was considered.

The Preferred Alternative includes removal of the Montlake Freeway

Transit Station stops; however, it also includes a modified Montlake

Boulevard interchange and lid. Modifications include a full lid from

Montlake Boulevard to the Lake Washington shoreline, and bus stops on

the lid for both eastbound and westbound buses (see Chapter 2 of the

Final EIS for a description of the Preferred Alternative). The intent is to

provide greater pedestrian amenity in the central part of the Montlake

neighborhood while simultaneously providing a better location and

environment for the regional bus stops incorporated in the transit/HOV

direct access ramps (see Chapter 2 of the Final EIS). At the option of the

transit agencies, SR 520 buses will be able to exit at the Montlake

interchange during the off-peak periods to service passengers to/from

the Montlake lid transit stop. University Link light-rail service, expected to

be operational in 2016, will accommodate some of the trips that now use

the bus stops. Chapter 8 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) provides further discussion of expected

transit operations with the Preferred Alternative, including expected

transit travel times, rider connections, and how future transit would

incorporate service currently provided at the stops.

 

I-301-023

In accordance with the requirements of ESSB 6392, WSDOT has

worked collaboratively with SDOT, the City of Seattle Pedestrian

Advisory Board, and Seattle Bicycle Advisory Board to develop design

refinements for pedestrian and bicycle facilities.  These design

refinements would improve safety and enhance the pedestrian and
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bicycle experience in the Montlake interchange area and include

improved connections between the new regional bicycle path on SR 520,

the Burke Gilman Trail, and the nearby designated City of Seattle bicycle

routes. The resulting design refinements are included in the 6392:

Design Refinements and Transit Connections Workgroup

Recommendations Report (Attachment 16 of the Final EIS) and

described in Chapter 7 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-301-024

Please see the response to Comment C-301-022.

 

I-301-025

Comment noted.

 

I-301-026

Comment noted.

 

I-301-027

Comment noted.

 

I-301-028

Comment noted.

 

I-301-029

Comment noted.

 

I-301-030

Comment noted. WSDOT received a number of comments in support of

and in opposition to Options A, K, and L and the associated suboptions.

These opinions are summarized in the Supplemental Draft

Environmental Impact Statement Summary of Comments (WSDOT, April
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2010), available at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/SDEIS.htm.

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing

negative effects. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred

Alternative and Chapters 5 and 6 describe its environmental effects.

 

I-301-031

The SR 520 HIA was developed in response to ESSB 6099 to support

and inform legislatively mandated mediation efforts, and was to be

included in the Project Impact Plan developed by the Mediation Group.

King County Health and the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency led

preparation of the HIA with support from WSDOT. All parties agreed that

the HIA was not part of the NEPA process, though the HIA used data

from the Draft EIS and the SDEIS referenced the results of the HIA.

In general, the HIA recommended potential measures that could be

incorporated to improve the region's overall quality of health, rather than

attributing specific health outcomes to the project itself. It noted that

many measures already included in the SR 520 project (e.g.

bicycle/pedestrian paths, lids, urban design elements) would improve

walkability, bicycling, and transit access in the project area, thereby

providing general health benefits.

Human health issues were one of the stated purposes in the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969.  Scientific knowledge of the

interactions between people and the environment has increased since

the Act was first passed, and these advancements have been reflected

in the evolution of the scope and analyses of impacts that are included in

EISs. While there is rarely a section entitled “Human Health Impacts” in

an EIS, evaluating and protecting human health is one of the reasons
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behind many of the studies conducted in the preparation of an EIS.  

While construction of the project would involve temporary closures to

some bicycle and pedestrian trails, once completed it would improve

opportunities for bicycle and pedestrian recreation by providing a

bicycle/pedestrian lane across the floating bridge with connections to

regional trails. See Sections 5.4 and 6.4, Recreation, of the Final EIS for

further information on the recreation effects of the Preferred Alternative.

See the responses to comments F-003-006 and L-004-018 for further

discussion of how the EIS includes recommendations from the HIA.

 

I-301-032

Comment noted.
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